


they are installers of deadly nuclear weapons devices that are not UL certified. If you
don't believe me, have Heather Napier point out where the UL certification is on the
weapons devices.
 
I have taken South KY RECC to court more than once and they always get off on a
technicality much like a mafia organization or a racket.
 
I have demonstrable physical scarring and disfigurement of the body and spine, I am
losing function of my left leg, I cannot move without having to go to the bathroom, a
serious medicalbconditionnwith sacral symptoms (equina).
 
I am in no way responsible for this mess. I did what any normal reasonable person
would do and hired professionals and yet your smart meter continues to kill me and
injured me. I have multiple phleboliths all over the inside of my body from radiation
exposure. My spine hurts so bad it is impossible to cope with and all because South
KY RECC refuses to pay for and correct their mistake because if they do that means
they are admitting fault and would be liable for a new spinal cord, new breasts, new
skin, a new brain and new internal organs. Around 999 Trillion dollars with triple
penalties and fees and damages accruing.
 
Not to mention lost wages of a medical professional on advanced level with upper
level management experience with over 900 thousand dollars of lost wages so far not
including future wages of a 45 years old Pediatric Nurse Practitioners with 22+ years
of experience who is disabled now.
 
I am certain the survivors of San Bruno could understand my concerns being that you
have smart meters placed in oil drilling areas that can flame out and is illegal.
 
I was told that my options are to post a public comment and reminded that South KY
RECC does not have an opt out procedures''''''' and that the meter box is the
customers problem. Oh really. Are you saying that if a professional baker installed a
meter box that South KY would still hook it up to power and blast the victim with
radiation. Or, are you saying a professional electrician must install the meter box and
then South KY signs off on it as safe? I am sure any reasonable person would do the
latter and yet, South KY still finds a way to weasel out of responsibility despite their
seal of approval.
 
It is clear that South KY RECC has paid off the state based on Heather Napier:s
responses that are both alarmingly indifferent to human life and alarmingly telling of
the state pandering to power.
 
If the commission does not intervene in this matter and do the right thing I will have
no other choice to sue for trillions of dollars.
 
It is also a matter of discrimination. I am a disabled person and my meter is placed
differently than everyone else's.
 
In case you didn't know, emf radiation causes deafness, paralysis, respiratory



depression, brain cancer and global skin damage down to the internal organs and
much more like hair falling out. This is no matter of a simple chest cold. This is full
blown immune suppression.
 
I expect action in my favor if this public comments vs is actually supposed to be worth
anything.
 
Are your meter installers drug tested prior to installing deadly weapons devices to kill
people? This is nuclear genocide and no different than gassing people.
 
South KY RECC is at fault and someone from the state other than Heather Napier
better do something.
 
Very Respectfully,
Patricia Kight APRN, C-Pediatric NP
Board Certified in Pediatrics 22+ years of experience, a medical expert on radiation







 
Please take priority action to minimize the consumer cost of electricity on a KW hour basis. Hunger
and homelessness will increase with any other priority.
 
Thanks
 
John Orendt  resident of Kenton county Kentucky
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